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CLARIFICATIONS (1)
PUBLICATION REFERENCE: PROC/374/12/Supply Installation and Maintenance of Water Fire
Hydrants EuropeAid/133718/L/SUP/XK
Questions regarding Tender Dossier
No
1

ITEM

Question

Answer

I want to know if it is possible to pay the
Tender guarantee, into yours account, in
order to skip a heavy procedure with our
bank. Due to political issue (Romania
doesn't recognize KOSOVO, it is very
hard to get guarantee letter from our
national financial authority. And also, if
it’s possible, please give us all the
necessary details (SWIFT and IBAN
code for EURO account. Also, give us a
dead line for paying it and establish a
reimbursing procedure in the case of
losing this tender.

In accordance with article 22 Tender
guarantee
The tender guarantee referred to in Article
11 above is set at 1,300.00 Euro (one
thousand and three hundred Euros) and
must be presented in the form specified in
the annex to the tender dossier.
Please be informed that the above
mentioned article explains the EULEX
procurement procedures related to the
tender guarantee.
No other means of guarantee will be
accepted with regards to this tendering
process.
The awarded company is entitled to 60%
on each purchase order issued by
contracting authority, but you must
provide a pre-financing guarantee issued
by a financial institution, using the
template attached in the tender dossier.

Article 26, Methods of payment. Please
detail a little bit the pre-financing
procedures and please tell us if it could
be possible that the supplied equipment’s
or goods deposit on site, and inspected by
the contracting authority on site could be
considered as a guarantee for prefinancing.
Please note that there is no obligation to
request pre-financing, in which case the
payments will take place after the
provisional acceptance of supplies.
Article 28. For all supplies that are As indicated in article 3.4 of the tender
imported into country of the Contracting dossier:
Authority, all duties and taxes applicable EULEX Kosovo is a diplomatic mission
to their importation, including VAT shall and based on UNMIK Executive Decision

be excluded. Do you have an agreement
with local authorities to be excepted from
paying any Customs fee or any other
taxes for imported good from EU to
Kosovo. And if so, please provide us the
procedure
and
specific
customs
registration forms.

No 2008/36 of 9 December 2008, it is
granted exemption from all customs duties,
taxes, and related charges other than
charges for storage, cartage and similar
services, on articles for its official use.

The awarded tenderer will be provided
with the procedural details.
If I finish work earlier, I will receive In accordance with article 6.c of
bonus?
Procurement notice please be informed
that Deliveries of items shall take place
within 60 (sixty) days after the receipt by
the contractor of a “purchase order”.
There are no bonuses applied to deliveries
and/or any other aspects of the contract.
There is miscellaneous cost in this The Contractor shall be responsible for all
tender? After contract is completed, the costs related to temporary power, light and
tender is going to pay for utilities (water, telephone services as required for the
electricity, site depositing etc).
completion of their work, for the duration
of the contract implementation period.
For excavations/waste: excavation byproducts/ debris and waste material
resulting from works shall be disposed of
by Contractor, at no extra cost, in
accordance with the applicable regulations
and bylaws.
If there are some materials or works that The fittings and accessories as needed
are not in the ANNEX IV or III like must be quoted here 14.4, 14.5 and 15.1,
“flange pipe connection to the city's 15.2.
drinking water or tees, elbows,
connection elements’’, the contracting
authority will pay them separately or I
must quote them in article 14.4 14.5 and
15.1 15.2.

